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Dot Peter H Reynolds
I’m here. And you’re there. And that’s okay. But…
maybe there will be a gentle wind that pulls us
together. And then I’ll be here and you’ll be here,
too. Pure, powerful and deceptively simple,
bestselling author and illustrator Peter H. Reynolds
reminds us that children—and the friendships they
make—can take flight in unexpected ways.
An imaginative young pig shows some of the many
things that a stick can be.
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A "dreamer maximus" describes the many ways one
can dream, and the importance of being a happy
dreamer.
After following paths and signs determined by
others, a young boy finally realizes that he must find
his own individual way in life.
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In this eBook with audio, when SugarLoaf discovers
that her parents once bestowed the Best Kid in the
World Award on her brother, her first thought is: But .
. . but . . . but what about me? She wants to be the
Best Kid in the World, so she decides to be so very
helpful that her parents can’t not give the award to
her. However, every one of SugarLoaf’s good deeds
ends in disaster, and it seems that the award is
farther away from her grasp than ever. But what
SugarLoaf doesn’t realize is that trying counts for a
lot, so she might have a better chance at taking the
Best Kid in the World throne than she imagines.
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Creative visionary of The Word Collector, Happy
Dreamer, and The Dot, #1 New York Times
bestseller Peter H. Reynolds creates a joyful
celebration of individuality--and staying true to Y-OU! Be curious... Be adventurous... Be brave... BE
YOU! Discover a joyful reminder of the ways that
every child is unique and special, from the beloved
creator of The Dot, Happy Dreamer, and New York
Times bestseller, The Word Collector. Here,
Reynolds reminds readers to "be your own work of
art." To be patient, persistent, and true. Because
there is one, and only one, YOU. In the tradition of
books like Oh, the Places You'll Go! and I Wish You
More comes a wholly original, inspirational
celebration of individuality as only Peter H. Reynolds
can create!
Jerome enjoys collecting and using words that he hears,
reads, or sees, and then decides to share his collection with
others.
SugarLoaf is good at many things. But she is best at: Talking
baby talk to her little sister Waking her dad up in the morning
Painting portraits Growing big-girl teeth SugarLoaf’s a very
little girl with some very big ideas. Come play with her in this
eBook with audio!
Traditional Chinese edition of Alison MeGhee's Someday, a
book that exudes the love a mother has for her child.
Illustrated by Peter H. Reynolds (The Dot). In Traditional
Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Disappointed when a gift he wished for all year seems quite
puny on Christmas morning, young Roland wishes for bigger
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and bigger gifts before learning a valuable lesson about being
careful what you wish for. By the creator of Rose's Garden.
Creative visionary of The Word Collector, Happy Dreamer,
and The Dot, #1 New York Times bestseller Peter H.
Reynolds creates a tender, lyrical story of multigenerational
love, tradition, and family coming together with gratitude and
thanks. Celebrated, bestselling creator Peter H. Reynolds
brings his signature touch of love and kindness to this
special, timely picture book, as families now, more than ever,
are rediscovering and reevaluating what means the most:
time together with one another. Violet longs for the time when
her family was connected: before life, distractions, and
technology pulled them all away from each other. They used
to gather at the table, with food and love, to make memories,
share their lives, and revel in time spent together. But now
her family has been drifting apart, and with nobody to gather
around it, the table grows smaller and smaller. Can Violet
remind her family of the warmth of time spent together, and
gather around the table once more? A mystical fable that
feels at once timeless and utterly of the present moment, Our
Table is renowned, bestselling creator Peter H. Reynolds at
his best. Exquisite, expressive watercolor tells a tender story,
growing from monochrome into luscious, joyful color as
Violet's family is reunited around the beloved table. An ode to
traditions that unite families, Our Table brings readers
together with a universal message of gratitude.
Leo was a busy lad, with so much to do, and so little time. If
only there were two of him, or three or four or even more. But
when Leo's wish comes true, he finds that each Leo is busier
than the last - no time to dream, no time to rest. Soon Leo
realizes that perhaps it's better to do less and do your best!
An inspirational celebration of little happy dreamers
everywhere that is perfect for the youngest readers, from
bestselling picture book creator Peter H. Reynolds! This
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inspirational anthem is the perfect gift for graduations, baby
showers, milestone moments, and any happy occasion
throughout the year! Discover a universally poignant
celebration of the colorful spectrum of what it means to dream
and the many ways to find happy, in a board book package
perfect for little hands. While the world tells us to sit still, to
follow the rules, and to color inside the lines, Little Happy
Dreamer celebrates all those moments in between when the
mind and spirit soar and we are free to become our own true
dreamer maximus! In Peter's signature voice and style, this
empowering board book reminds children of how much their
dreams matter, and while life will have ups and downs, he
enlists readers to stay true to who they are, to tap into their
most creative inner selves, and to never ever forget to dream
big!
Weiwei believes that she cannot draw, but her art teacher's
encouragement leads her to change her mind.

The world needs your voice. If you have a brilliant idea...
say something! If you see an injustice... say something!
In this empowering new picture book, beloved author
Peter H. Reynolds explores the many ways that a single
voice can make a difference.
What if we viewed every read aloud as an invitation to
learn more about literacy and ourselves? When we layer
together the two ideas that the books we share not only
serve an academic purpose, but they also convey big,
affective messages, our classroom conversations
become richer and student learning becomes more
meaningful. Layers of Learning explores read-aloud
strategies designed to enhance your reading and writing
standards by capitalizing on the way literature can
impact caring communities. With over 200 picture-book
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suggestions, author JoEllen McCarthy introduces the
Heartprint Framework, which demonstrates how you can
layer literacy and life lessons throughout your day using
multiple connections across learning. Inside, you'll find
the following: 60 read-aloud-based connections that
support caring classroom conversations, lesson
planning, and extensions Instructional opportunities for
nurturing readers and writers during workshop, smallgroup, and individual conversations Literacy Snapshot
photo essays with ideas to adopt or adapt Continuing
connections with additional resources and invitations for
further learning Layers of Learning is structured around
four key elements: Community, Agency, Respect, and
Empowerment, or CARE. Inside you'll discover the tools
you need to emphasize reading and writing connections,
character education, and culturally responsive teaching,
while championing the power of read alouds to affect
independent readers, writers, and thinkers.
Rose finds a neglected patch of earth in the middle of a
bustling city where she can plant the flower seeds
collected from her travels in her magical teapot.
"If you are looking for words to express what you are
thinking, feeling, and dreaming, this journal is for you.
Whether you're a budding wordsmith or a writer-ish type,
these pages gently prompt you to collect words, put them
together in unexpected ways, and see where they take
you. May they spark new ideas, poems, and stories to
fuel your passion for words!" -- Back cover.
An eagle soaring among the clouds or a star twinkling in
the night sky . . . a camel in the desert or a boat sailing
across the sea—yoga has the power of transformation.
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Not only does it strengthen bodies and calm minds, but
with a little imagination, it can show us that anything is
possible. New York Times bestselling illustrator Peter H.
Reynolds and author and certified yoga instructor Susan
Verde team up again in this book about creativity and the
power of self-expression. I Am Yoga encourages
children to explore the world of yoga and make room in
their hearts for the world beyond it. A kid-friendly guide to
17 yoga poses is included.
From aNew York Times bestselling author and illustrator
comes an inspiring picture book about the power of
words. Some people collect stamps. Some people collect
coins. Some people collect art. And Jerome? Jerome
collected words . . . In this illustrated picture book from
Peter H. Reynolds, a little boy discovers the magicof the
words all around him -- short and sweet words,
complicated words, words that stand out. But one day his
carefully curated collection of words gets messy, and
that's when Jerome discovers that words that connect,
transformand empower. So Jerome starts using his
words, and that's when they become powerful. Named
an Outstanding Literary Work for Childrenby the NAACP
The perfect gift for curious little ones learning how to
spell and new words From the creator of The Dot, I Am
Human, and Happy Dreamercomes a celebration of
finding your own words -- and the impact you can have
when you share them with the world. "Celebrates
individuality, self-expression, and the joys of being a
dreamer... a liberating validation of dreaming as
restorative, comforting, and powerful, while giving kids
full license to be themselves" -- Publishers Weekly
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If you can make a dot, then you're ready to be taken on a
creative journey. Inspired by his internationally beloved
picture book The Dot, Peter H. Reynolds begins this
guided journal by giving you permission to draw just one
dot and sign your name. Over the next several pages,
you're encouraged to take pleasure in making iterations
of the dot: big dots, little dots, colorful dots, orderly dots,
and scattered dots. Then you'll move on to other markmaking activities, conquering perfectionism, loosening
up, and letting your creativity flow. Throughout, Reynolds
offers exercises that draw a connection between
mindfulness and leaving your mark on the page.
Whether you're a timid beginner or a seasoned artist
who needs a creative jolt to keep fresh and recharge,
this journal is for you.
Features an audio read-along! A creative spirit learns
that thinking “ish-ly” is far more wonderful than “getting
it right” in this gentle new fable from the creator of the
award-winning picture book The Dot. Ramon loved to
draw. Anytime. Anything. Anywhere. Drawing is what
Ramon does. It¹s what makes him happy. But in one split
second, all that changes. A single reckless remark by
Ramon's older brother, Leon, turns Ramon's carefree
sketches into joyless struggles. Luckily for Ramon,
though, his little sister, Marisol, sees the world differently.
She opens his eyes to something a lot more valuable
than getting things just "right." Combining the spareness
of fable with the potency of parable, Peter Reynolds
shines a bright beam of light on the need to kindle and
tend our creative flames with care.
When their rock band becomes popular, five middle
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schoolers use their new fame to generate awareness
(and donations) for an important cause.
?He Ying Chu Ban She/Tsai Fong Books
Presents three stories about young children learning selfconfidence and creativity when confronted with art
projects.
Playing and Learning Outdoors shows early years
practitioners how to get the very best from outdoor
playing and learning for the enjoyment, health and
education of all children from ages three to five years.
Fully updated to reflect the current status and
understandings regarding outdoor provision within early
childhood education frameworks, this new edition will
allow practitioners to develop rich and stimulating
outdoor play provision in Early Years settings and enable
them to feel confident to offer wonderful play
experiences outdoors. Playing and Learning Outdoors
offers practitioners achievable advice and support, based
on approaches which are appropriate and effective for
young children’s all-round well-being and development.
This invaluable resource also includes practical advice
on: movement and physical play playing with sand,
natural materials and water plants, living things and
growing construction, creative and imaginative play. This
second edition also includes a brand new chapter on
‘Providing experiences beyond the garden walls’ which
will urge practitioners to harness the huge potential
contained in the locality (physical world) and local
community (human world) around the early years
setting’s own boundaries. Filled with advice and
support, this lively, inspiring and accessible book will
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help practitioners to develop a truly practical and
enjoyable approach to learning through play outdoors for
all children aged from 3 to 7.
The sky’s no limit as the author-illustrator of The Dot
and Ish winds up his Creatrilogy with a whimsical tale
about seeing the world a new way. Features an audio
read-along! Marisol loves to paint. So when her teacher
asks her to help make a mural for the school library, she
can’t wait to begin! But how can Marisol make a sky
without blue paint? After gazing out the bus window and
watching from her porch as day turns into night, she
closes her eyes and starts to dream. . . . From the awardwinning Peter H. Reynolds comes a gentle, playful
reminder that if we keep our hearts open and look
beyond the expected, creative inspiration will come.
Gerald the giraffe is too clumsy to dance with all the
other animals at the Jungle Dance, until he finds the right
music.
Features an audio read-along! With a simple, witty story
and free-spirited illustrations, Peter H. Reynolds entices
even the stubbornly uncreative among us to make a
mark -- and follow where it takes us. Her teacher smiled.
"Just make a mark and see where it takes you." Art class
is over, but Vashti is sitting glued to her chair in front of a
blank piece of paper. The words of her teacher are a
gentle invitation to express herself. But Vashti can’t
draw - she’s no artist. To prove her point, Vashti jabs at
a blank sheet of paper to make an unremarkable and
angry mark. "There!" she says. That one little dot marks
the beginning of Vashti’s journey of surprise and selfdiscovery. That special moment is the core of Peter H.
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Reynolds’s delicate fable about the creative spirit in all
of us.
Three hungry men charm a poor village into making
enough soup to feed them all.
A go-cart contest inspires imagination to take flight in this
picture book for creators of all ages, with art from New York
Times bestselling illustrator Peter H. Reynolds. It’s time for
this year’s Going Places contest! Finally. Time to build a gocart, race it—and win. Each kid grabs an identical kit, and
scrambles to build. Everyone but Maya. She sure doesn’t
seem to be in a hurry...and that sure doesn’t look like
anybody else’s go-cart! But who said it had to be a go-cart?
And who said there’s only one way to cross the finish line?
This sublime celebration of creative spirit and thinking outside
the box—both figuratively and literally—is ideal for early
learners, recent grads, and everyone in between.
Rafael has looked forward to the Going Places contest and
builds his go-cart from a kit in record time, but his neighbor,
Maya, has a much more interesting and creative idea for her
entry and Rafael decides to help.
Vashti believes that she cannot draw, but her art teacher's
encouragement leads her to change her mind.
Express yourself! The three best-selling, award-winning
picture books in the Creatrilogy by Peter H. Reynolds
celebrate the power of original thinking. Features an audio
read-along! Presented as a special three-book set, this trio of
titles includes: The Dot An enchanting invitation to selfexpression! Don’t worry, just make a mark — and see where it
takes you. Ish A creative spirit learns that thinking "ishly"
leads to a far more wonderful outcome than "getting it right."
Sky Color The sky’s no limit in this gentle, playful tale — a
reminder that if we open our eyes and look beyond the
expected, inspiration will come.
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Paint Lab for Kids is a fun and inspiring book of painting
exercises for kids from bestselling art-technique author
Stephanie Corfee.
A rerelease of a guide to creative self-expression encourages
youngsters to tap innate artistic abilities through the story of a
reticent girl who discovers that being an artist is simply a
matter of making a mark and following its journey, in an
edition that is packaged with a blank book and set of colored
pencils.
Zebrafish the band has disbanded, at least for the summer,
but the members continue to try to make a positive difference
in the world through different projects, including inspiring
campers at Stickleback Arts Camp to seize the day.
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